
Building Product Information Sheet
Product name:

Product line (the product line from which the product is customised):

Product description and its intended use (measurements, materials, usage):

Product identifier (if applicable):

Place of manufacture:
  Aotearoa New Zealand   Overseas

Legal and trading name of the manufacturer(s):

Legal and trading name of the importer (if applicable):

Address for service:

STREET NAME SUBURB

CITY, COUNTRY POSTCODE

Website:

Email address:

Phone No. (if applicable):

NZBN (if applicable):

BRM 8582 03/23

CLASS 1
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Relevant Building Code clauses:

Statement on how the building product is expected to contribute to compliance:

• options for compliance set out in section 19 of the Act (regulations, acceptable solution, verification method)
• standard or technical document that describes the performance of the building product or the relevant specifications to which the building 

product was manufactured
• physical properties of the building product

• how the building product is intended to be used.
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Limitations on the use of the building product:

Design requirements that would support the use of the building product:

Installation requirements:
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Maintenance requirements:

Is the building product/building product line subject to warning or ban under section 26?:

 Yes   No

If yes, description of the warning or ban under section 26:

Date: D  D  M M  Y  Y


	002: -
	001: SikaCeram StarGrout
	003: DESCRIPTIONSikaCeram® StarGrout is a two-pack tile grout, based on epoxy resin, featuring a smooth and glossy surface in various colours. It is ideal for applications in areas demanding perfect cleanliness. As tile grout, classified RG according to EN 13888. As tile adhesive, classified R2 T according to EN 12004. USESSikaCeram® StarGrout is suitable for bonding the following types of tiles:▪ Ceramic tiles▪ Ceramic-, glass-, marble-, wood- made mosaic▪ Marble and other natural stoneOn the following surfaces, as tile adhesive in indoor and outdoor, on floors and walls:▪ Gypsum or cement based substrates▪ Old paint▪ Old tiles▪ Iron▪ Fiberglass reinforced plasticFor the following areas of use:▪ Swimming pools (including seawater pools), thermal pools, Turkish baths, private and public bathrooms.▪ Kitchens.▪ Dairies, tanneries, paper-mills, laboratories of all kinds, slaughterhouses, professional kitchens, etc.
	004: SikaCeram StarGrout
	005: Off
	006: Yes
	012: 1026
	013: nzl.sika.com
	024: info@nz.sika.com
	025: 0800 745 269
	026: 9429000018791
	007: Sika Italia SpA, Via Luigi Einaudi 6, 20068 Peschiera Borromeo, Milan, Italy
	008: Sika (NZ) Ltd
	009: 85 Patiki Road
	010: Avondale
	011: Auckland, New Zealand
	016: Performance B1.3.1, B1.3.2, B1.3.3 (a, b, j, q) B1.3.4: When used as an adhesive this product contributes to meeting the loading requirements that bonded lining elements are subjected to, as a result of self-weight, imposed in-use gravity loading, impact, and the effects of creep and shrinkage over time. Performance B2.3.1 (b) 15 years: This product has been evaluated in accordance with B2/VM1. It meets this durability requirement and will remain serviceable for 15 years, or more, when installed and maintained in accordance with the relevant Sika technical literature. nzl.sika.com.  According to Sika's "Service Improvement" records, maintained within its ISO9001:2015 Quality Management System, this product has performed successfully since it was introduced in 2017.Performance E3.3.3, E3.3.4, E3.3.5, E3.3.6: When this product is used as an adhesive to bond ceramic or stone tiles, with a maximum moisture content of 6%, onto a Sika liquid applied membrane, or as a grout between the tile joints, it contributes to meeting the Clause E3 Internal Moisture requirements for impervious linings, in accordance with E3/AS1. Performance F2.3.1: This product meets this requirement when used and applied in accordance with Sika's  installation instructions and does not present a health hazard to people occupying or using the building. Refer to the Sika Product Technical Data sheet and product Safety Data Sheet nzl.sika.com  for further information if required.
	014: Note: This product, on its own, is not within the scope of the NZ Building Code. However, when it is used as part of an impervious floor or wall lining system (E3/AS1) or with other building elements that must comply with the NZ Building Code, and it is used in accordance with that material supplier's specification and Sika's technical literature, it will contribute to meeting the requirements of the following clauses:B1 Structure: Performance clauses B1.3.1, B1.3.2, B1.3.3 (a ,b, j, q), B1.3.4B2 Durability: Performance clause B2.3.1 - (b) 15 yearsE3 Internal Moisture: Performance Clauses E3.3.3, E3.3.4, E3.3.5, E3.3.6F2 Hazardous Building Materials: Performance clause F2.3.1
	017: LIMITATIONS▪ Always perform a test on cleanability and staining before grouting natural stone or any type of cladding with absorbent or porous surface.▪ Use a soft felt to emulsify the product while cleaning in case tiles with structured surface.▪ Always perform a preliminary test on cleanability if applying on tiles in colour contrast.▪ Do not add anything to the product that is not specified in this Product Data Sheet.▪ SikaCeram® StarGrout must not be applied in the followingsituations: For any applications not explicitely described in this Product Data Sheet.
	018: If the building elements to be bonded are within the scope of the NZ Building Code then the bonding instructions of the manufacturer / supplier of those elements must be followed
	029: APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONSSUBSTRATE QUALITY / PRE-TREATMENTSubstrates must be properly cured, structurally sound, clean, dry and free of all contaminants such as dust, dirt, oil, grease, cement laitance, efflorescence, previous coatings, or any other surface treatments or obstructions such as excess tile adhesive, tile joint spacers, etc... Depending on the contaminants to be removed, perform adequate preparation techniques, such as jetwashing or blastcleaning, in order to remove all traces of any materials that could reduce the product's adhesion on the substrate.MIXINGSikaCeram® StarGrout is a reactive product. This means that it sets through a chemical reaction between the two components A and B. It is therefore crucial to ensure that these components are thoroughly mixed with the correct mixing ratio. Pour all the hardener (Comp. B) into the container of the paste (Comp. A) and mix with an electric low speed (~500 rpm.) drill mixer equipped with a suitable mixing spiral. Mix thoroughly until the material is fully homogeneous and lump free. The finished mix has avery creamy consistency, is uniformly coloured and it is easy to apply and spread. For glittered finishing add the glitters to the mixed paste and mix until homogenously dispersed.APPLICATIONTile Grout▪ SikaCeram® StarGrout is applied using a rubber blade or trowel using cross-hatch techniques, taking care to ensure the joints are filled uniformly across the whole width and along their full length.▪ Using the same blade/trowel in a vertical position, remove the excess from the surface of the tiles.▪ When the product starts to set, it is possible to begin the cleaning step. Squeeze a sponge soaked in water over the grouted surface and emulsify the product by performing circular movements, taking care not to damage the joint.▪ Frequently rinse the sponge with fresh water during the cleaning operation.▪ After cleaning, carefully check if the tiles are completely free from any traces of the grout. Once hardened, the product can only be mechanically removed.Tile Adhesive▪ SikaCeram® StarGrout is applied using a notched trowel.▪ Apply sufficient product to ensure complete ‘wetting’ of the backs of the tiles.▪ Tiling must be carried out on freshly applied adhesive, exerting adequate pressure to ensure complete and uniform contact with the adhesive and thus optimum bond.▪ If a film is seen to form on the surface, the adhesive has been left for too long; should this happen, then immediately remove the adhesive layer with a trowel, discard this material and apply a fresh layer of SikaCeram® StarGrout adhesive.▪ Avoid application in direct sunlight and/or strong wind / draughts.▪ To lay any tiles larger than 900 cm2 (e.g. 30×30 cm), the double-layer ‘buttering’ technique is always recommended.▪ Protect from adverse weather conditions, such as extremely high or low (freezing) temperatures, rain, direct exposure to sun, for at least 12–24 hours from application.CLEANING OF TOOLSThoroughly clean all tools and equipment with cleanwater before the product has set, preferably immediatelyafter use. Once hardened the product can onlybe removed by mechanical means.
	019: For maintenance of impervious wall and floor lining systems that have been installed to enable compliance with Clause E3/AS1, refer to the supplier of the system installed.
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